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Accurate Wind Chimes is India’s first Accurate Wind Chimes is India’s first child-focused apartmentschild-focused apartments with with
exclusive coaches and mentors within our gated community. Now, giveexclusive coaches and mentors within our gated community. Now, give
your kids the extra care and love that they deserve and see them growyour kids the extra care and love that they deserve and see them grow
as champions. We provide in-house Yoga, Music, Dance and manyas champions. We provide in-house Yoga, Music, Dance and many
more extracurricular facilities with experienced coaches and well-more extracurricular facilities with experienced coaches and well-
equipped facilities. On the whole, we provide you with the meticulouslyequipped facilities. On the whole, we provide you with the meticulously
planned residential spaces with superlative design andplanned residential spaces with superlative design and
uncompromising quality which made us one of the sought after uncompromising quality which made us one of the sought after 2BHK2BHK
and 3BHK apartments in Hyderabadand 3BHK apartments in Hyderabad..

Only the finest architects and engineers will work on every project soOnly the finest architects and engineers will work on every project so
that what you get is not just a house but an environment. Attention tothat what you get is not just a house but an environment. Attention to
detail is our added amenity to give you comfort and convenience. Youdetail is our added amenity to give you comfort and convenience. You
can come back home after your work and forget everything in thecan come back home after your work and forget everything in the
blissful ambience. We consider that our location is more of an amenityblissful ambience. We consider that our location is more of an amenity
than a parameter, as we are located neighbouring to ORR, you get athan a parameter, as we are located neighbouring to ORR, you get a
plethora of facilities available at stone’s throw.plethora of facilities available at stone’s throw.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/2bhk-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/2bhk-
and-3bhk-apartments-in-hyderabad-8525and-3bhk-apartments-in-hyderabad-8525
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